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Introduction
This software tool lets you document and explore family relations.1 It is based on the concepts of
Person, representing a real person with a birth date, birth name, birth gender etc., and Life Events that
specify when a person gets married, changes name, has a child, gets divorced, etc. Using this
information, the app can determine and lets you interactively explore each person's relatives, from
great grandparents to half and step siblings to second cousins-in-law:
add person  add events  infer  explore relatives
As explained in the Appendix, My Relatives is not positioned as a genealogy research tool; it aims at
‘broad’ relationships – cousins, cousins of cousins, etc. rather than ‘deep’ relationships (greatgrandparents, great-great-grandparents, etc.). That being said however, there is nothing that prevents
the creation of deep family trees.
Use of My Relatives implies consent with the End User License Agreement.

Installation
Installing My Relatives is easy: just run the Windows installer and follow the instructions. The code will
typically end up in C:\Program Files (x86)\Sunny Side Up Software\My Relatives\ while databases get
stored in C:\ProgramData\Sunny Side Up Software\My Relatives\ (the repository), with a subfolder for
each database. There will be a shortcut on the desktop to launch the tool.
The installer includes an example database with members of the current British Royal House (BRH). It is
based on public data and can be opened by using QueenLiz-2 as the viewing password.

Databases
A My Relatives database consists of two files. The first is an encrypted text file called <database
name>.mrd that holds all data except for photos. These files are typically small (well below 1MB) and
reading/writing is sufficiently efficient for changes to a database to be saved automatically and
immediately. The second file is called <database name>.mrp and holds all photos that were added to
the database, if any. It is an encrypted binary file consisting of concatenated pictures in Jpeg format.
This file, whose size depends on the number of pictures in the database, is optional: removing it has no
impact on the validity of the first file. If removed however, the pictures file becomes invalid – and can
hence not be added back – once changes are made to the corresponding .mrd file.

Password protection
Because My Relatives aims at living people, privacy considerations require that each database be
password protected. The app does not allow a new database to be created without entering a password.
In fact, there can be two passwords per database. The first one is mandatory and is referred to as the
viewing password; it is required to open a given database for viewing. The second password is called the
editing password and is optional. It can be used to make a database read-only, allowing it to be viewed
but not modified by others. The editing password can be set when a database is first created, or set,
modified or removed whenever the database has been opened for editing. Databases without an editing
password can be modified by anyone; this should be used with care.
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The words tool and app will be used interchangeably.

Getting started
When My Relatives is started for the first time, the following welcome message appears:

To continue, hit “I Agree”, which brings up the main window. Open the British Royal House database
that is provided with the tool via Database  Open  British Royal House, and enter the viewing
password (QueenLiz-2) in the popup dialog box. The window now looks like this:

The people in the database are shown on the left, ordered by age. Clicking on a row selects and
highlights the corresponding person, in this case Princess Charlotte. Her life events, details of the first
(and in this case only) event, and picture are shown in the middle section; her relatives are listed on the
right.

Basic concepts
Before getting into the details of operating the tool, let’s look at the key concepts first: person, life
event, relative and inference.

Person
Clicking the Edit… button at the lower left (enabled because the BRH database has no editing
password) brings up the dialog for adding or editing the selected person.

The fields in this window show the birth data and photos that can be associated with each person. While
most items are self-explanatory, a few things to note are:
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The birth date is mandatory and can be marked as estimated.
The naming convention supports both US middle names and Catholic Christian names.
The information entered here is used to print names (elsewhere in the tool) as
[Title][FirstProper][(]FirstFamiliar[)][FirstChristian*]Last[Suffix]
where [] means optional and parentheses around FirstFamiliar added only when FirstProper is
present. Hence, the printed name can, for example, be “Dr. Robert (Bob) Jackson, MD PhD”. 2
Multiple photos can be provided for each person; the one marked as primary will be shown
whenever the person is selected in the main window.
The birth place is optional and can be selected via the left … button, which brings up a dialog
for selecting and, if necessary, in-place adding or editing a place (country, city, town, …). The
birth place can be deleted via the left X button.
Optional plain-text notes about the person can be added or edited via the right … button,
which brings up a simple text editor. Notes can be deleted via the right X button.
The at-sign (@) is an illegal character for My Relatives data; it is only accepted in a few places.

The latter part (“, MD PhD”) is obtained by specifying “,MD PhD” as suffix; the first space gets inserted.

Life Event
Let’s say we select Kate Mountbatten-Windsor (the mother of Princess Charlotte, whom we had
previously selected) in the person list. Next, we select the second-to-last event in the list shown in the
upper middle, and then hit Edit… at the bottom center. This brings up the dialog for editing the
selected Life Event – in this case, the event denoting the birth of Charlotte, Kate’s second child.

Each life event has a mandatory date (which can be marked as estimated in case it is unknown) and a
mandatory type. The following event types are supported:
Changed gender
Changed name
Child adopted
Child born
Died
Dissolved civil union

Dissolved domestic partnership
Divorced
Entered civil union
Entered domestic partnership
Legally separated
Married

In addition, there are the Born event, which automatically gets added when a new person is created, the
Adopted event which automatically gets added when a person is the subject of a Child adopted event,
and the Widowed event that automatically gets added when the person’s spouse or partner dies. The

Event place is optional and can be selected from (or added to) a list by hitting the left … button;
optional plain-text notes about the event can be added or edited via the right … button. What other
information is required for the event depends on its type ([..] means optional):
Life event type
Changed gender
Changed name
Child adopted
Child born
Died
Dissolved civil union
Dissolved domestic partnership
Divorced
Entered civil union
Entered domestic partnership
Married
Legally separated

Information needed
New gender
New name
Other person
Other person
[Cause of death]
Other person
Other person
Other person
Other person
Other person
Other person
Other person

All this information can be provided from within the form; the proper section for specifying a new
gender, new name or other person gets enabled once the corresponding event type is specified. A few
notes on events requiring another person:








If the other person already exists in the database, he/she can be selected from the list.
If the other person is not yet in the database, the New Person… button can be used to create a
record for him/her. It brings up the above form for creating / editing a person (used to create
rather than edit, in this case).
If the event type is Child born and the child is created via New Person… , the child’s birth date is
automatically added as the event date; if a birth place is specified, that is copied as well.
If the event is Child born or involves entering or leaving a relationship, a corresponding event
can automatically be added to the other person by checking the “Add same event to selected
partner” box. For consistency & efficiency reasons, it is highly recommended to use this option.
Same-sex partnerships are supported; the partner in a new relationship can be either gender.

Finally, note that when editing (rather than creating) an event, only the event data can be changed; the
event type itself is frozen. If the event type has to be changed, for example “Entered civil union” should
have been “Entered domestic partnership,” the event has to be deleted and re-created.

Relative
A relative of a given person is any other person who is related to the first one either by blood (descent)
or by affinity. The latter is the result of a formal arrangement such as marriage, civil union, adoption,
etc. Acknowledging that the former is biological and the latter cultural, the general term kinship is used
to denote both types of relationships.

The terminology for particular types of relatives differs among cultures and languages. 3 For the moment,
My Relatives supports Western European kinship terminology, with implementations in English, Dutch,
German and Spanish.4,5
In alphabetical order, the following types of relatives can currently be recognized:
Adoptive brother
Adopted daughter
Adoptive father
Adoptive mother
Adoptive sister
Adopted son
Aunt
Aunt-in-law
Brother
Brother-in-law
Cousin-in-law
Daughter
Daughter-in-law
Ex-husband
Ex-partner
Ex-wife
Father

Father-in-law
First cousin
First cousin once removed
Granddaughter
Granddaughter-in-law
Grandfather
Grandfather-in-law
Grandmother
Grandmother-in-law
Grandson
Grandson-in-law
Great-aunt
Great-granddaughter
Great-grandfather
Great-grandmother
Great-grandson
Great-nephew

Great-niece
Great-uncle
Half aunt
Half brother
Half brother-in-law
Half cousin
Half nephew
Half nephew-in-law
Half niece
Half niece-in-law
Half sister
Half sister-in-law
Half uncle
Husband
Mother
Mother-in-law
Nephew

Niece
Partner
Second cousin
Second cousin-in-law
Sister
Sister-in-law
Son
Son-in-law
Stepbrother
Stepdaughter
Stepfather
Stepmother
Stepsister
Stepson
Uncle
Uncle-in-law
Wife

Inference
Inference refers to determining the relatives of the selected person from that person’s life events. This is
done on-the-fly, i.e., whenever the user selects a new person. It uses hard-coded rules; this means that
it is fast (cf. Appendix) but hard to change (supporting new relative types requires a software update).
The user can control which types of relatives are considered during inference via the check boxes at the
bottom right of the main window; this allows, for example, exclusively studying pedigree.

Exploration
Exploring the people in a database is the funnest part of using the tool; it can proceed in various ways.

Basics
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As explained above, single-clicking a person in the left-hand panel of the main window selects
that person and shows his/her events, photo(s) and relatives.
Which types of relatives are listed can be controlled by the check boxes at the lower right.
Details of the selected person’s events can be explored by clicking on an event in the list.
Double-clicking a relative in the right-hand panel sets that person as the selected person.
The  button in the upper left allows navigating back to previously viewed people. Doing so
enables the  button, which can be used to navigate forward. The navigation history is reset
when a new person is selected during navigation.

See, for example, the Wikipedia articles on kinship and kinship terminology.
This terminology, which is common in Western societies, is an example of the so-called Eskimo kinship
terminology, one of six such terminologies identified by anthropologist Lewis Henry Morgan in 1871.
5
The German and Spanish language versions are experimental and remain to be vetted.
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Photos



If multiple photos are available for the selected person, they can be browsed with the  and
 buttons shown at the picture’s left and right, respectively.
Double-clicking the picture in the main window opens it in the lightbox viewer, which is 90% of
the main window size; see screen shot on next page. Pictures can be browsed with the  and
 keys or by clicking or tapping to the left or right of the picture. Hit ESC to close the viewer.

Notes
As mentioned above, a person or event can be annotated with notes. In case such notes have been
provided, they can be viewed by clicking the ? button in the lower right of the Details section below the
life event list. Notes pertain to the selected event; if that is the Born event, they pertain to the person.
The ? button is only visible if notes are present.

The example below shows notes about Queen Elizabeth, borrowed from Wikipedia.

Person summary
Double-clicking a person in the left-hand panel (or selecting View  Person Summary from the menu
bar) brings up a summary of a person’s relatives:

Family explorer
Selecting View  Family Explorer from the menu bar brings up the interactive family explorer shown
below. The selected person is at the top center, with a thick border. The form shows the person’s
parents, partners and children, if any, assuming these are present in the database. Double-clicking a
person redraws the form with this person as the selected one. Navigation is tracked, allowing it to be
played back via the buttons at the upper left. The radio buttons in the upper right let you select
between birth data and current data; this just affects names.

Birthday Calendar
Shows a birthday calendar for living people, deceased people or all people, one month at a time. People
with missing or estimated birth date are excluded. The month can be selected via the  and  buttons at the upper left, or via the left and right arrow keys. Clicking on the name of a person closes the
calendar and selects that person in the main window.

Birthday Histogram
Shows a histogram of how many people in the database were born in each month. The histogram can be
calculated for living people, deceased people or all people, and for men, women or both. People with
missing or estimated birth date are excluded.

Relatives Graph
Plots the relationships between people as a graph.6 There are three options to choose from, as outlined
below. Males are shown as blue nodes, females as pink nodes. Parent-parent (typically husband-wife)
relationships are indicated by dashed lines, parent-child relations by solid arrows. Large graphs are
scaled down to show the entire graph. The toolbar on the top left can be used for changing the view.
From left to right, the icons have the following functions: zoom in, zoom out, move view, previous view,
and next view.
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The graphing functionality is based on the Microsoft Automatic Graph Layout library, created by Lev Nachmanson
at Microsoft Research. The library is distributed under the MIT license.

Everyone
Shows the relationships among all people in the database.

Selected Person and Ancestors
Shows the selected person and all his or her ancestors. This option is only enabled when the selected
person has ancestors in the database. For example, this is the result for Zara Tindall:

Selected Person and Descendants
Shows the selected person and all his or her descendants. This option is only enabled when the selected
person has descendants in the database. For example, this is the result for Zara Tindall:

Statistics
View  Statistics shows a variety of statistics for the current database; cf. the MRB statistics below.

Search filter
For large databases, the ability to select people that meet certain criteria can be handy. This is possible
by enabling the Search Filter via the View menu. It allows filtering by the following criteria:






Name (first, last)
Gender (male, female)
Birth year (born before, born after)
Birth or death place
Relative type (when searching relatives)

The example on the next page shows the results when filtering the BRH database for males born
between 1960 and 1980. People can be selected from the search results to show their details. When a
person is selected by double-clicking a relative, the search filter is reset to show all people.

Menu bar
Menu items are only enabled if currently applicable. For example, if no database is open, Database 
Close and Database  Export are disabled.

Database menu
New…
Use this option to create a new My Relatives database. It brings up the following dialog window:

The Save button gets enabled when all mandatory fields (indicated by *) have been filled out. The
following rules for database names and passwords are shown as hints as the data is being entered:
`Database name must be 4..64 characters long and may not contain any of the following characters : @ \ /
: * ? \" < > |
Password must be 10..15 characters long and contain at least one uppercase letter (A-Z), one lowercase
letter (a-z) and one digit (0-9). Special characters (! @ #$ % etc.) are allowed and encouraged. Spaces are
not allowed.

As a last step in creating the new database, My Relatives asks if you want to import a place file exported
from another My Relatives database. This allows a new database to use previously specified places.
Place file import can only be done at this point though; once the database has been created, place file
import is no longer possible.

Open
Expand this menu item to obtain a list of databases available in the repository. Clicking one of those will
bring up the authentication dialog; enter the databases’ viewing password to open it.

Close
Closes the current database.

Back Up
When backup is enabled (see Edit  Options), the database is automatically backed up each time a
change is saved. A backup can also be forced at an arbitrary time by means of this menu option.

Restore
If one or more backups of the current database exist, this menu item can be expanded to show the
available versions. Clicking one of the versions will first backup the current version, then set the selected
backup as the new current version.

Import…
‘My Relatives’ Database
A My Relatives database (consisting of a .mrd file and, optionally, an associated .mrp file) that is not in
the My Relatives repository can be imported via this menu option. Select the .mrd file using the Open
File dialog that opens up and click Open; the database will then be imported and opened. If a database
by the same name already exists in the repository, the external database cannot be imported.
GEDCOM File
GEDCOM (Genealogical Data Communication) is a file format for exchanging data between genealogy
apps. Developed by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and first released in 1984. Version 5.5
was introduced in 1996 was the de facto industry standard. The current version is 5.5.1, released in Nov.
2019. Drafts of various other versions exist.
As GEDCOM specifically aims at supporting genealogy research, it supports rich, structured
documentation of information about individuals. My Relatives can import simple GEDCOM 5.5 files by
mapping a subset of GEDCOM’s lineage-linked, family-oriented data model to My Relatives’ event-based
model. The supported GEDCOM concepts are documented in Appendix B.

DatabaseImportGEDCOM File brings up the dialog below. The GEDCOM file to be imported can be
selected via the top … button, which brings up a file selection dialog. Optionally, a Place file exported
from My Relatives can be specified via the lower … button. If present, My Relatives will import that file
and try to map places specified in the GEDCOM file to the imported places. If the computer running My
Relatives is online, the ‘Import online photos’ checkbox will be enabled. If it is checked, My Relatives will
try to import photos of individuals from associated URLs in the GEDCOM file.

Once a GEDCOM file has been selected, the import action can be started via the Import button. Once
complete, the window will show various statistics about the imported data. Clicking OK will bring up a
Properties dialog, where various mandatory and optional database properties have to be specified.
Completing this step will first bring up a confirmation that the import action succeeded, then a login
dialog for opening the newly created My Relatives database. Some general data from the GEDCOM file
will be available in the database notes; if an individual’s date and/or place data could not be imported,
the original GEDCOM data is available in that person’s notes.

Export
The following menu options requires entering the edit password if the database has one.
As My Relatives Database
The current database can be exported in My Relatives format, for example, to share it with others or to
save a specific version. This menu option opens a Save File dialog. Navigate to the local or network
folder where you want to save the database and hit Save. The .mrd file will be copied to that location. If
a corresponding .mrp file exists, it will be copied as well.
As GEDCOM File
The current database can also be exported as a GEDCOM 5.5 file, starting with the following dialog:

If confirmed with Yes, a Folder Browser dialog opens. Navigate to the local or network folder where you
want to save the file and hit OK. The name of exported file will be the database name with a .ged
extension.
As mentioned in the Confirm dialog, this feature is experimental and incomplete for the moment;
restrictions include:




Only marriage is supported as a partnership form.
Individuals can only be part of a single family; e.g., divorce/re-marry is not supported.
Birth is the only supported pedigree; e.g., adoption is not supported.

Forthcoming My Relatives release will address these limitations.
Branch
This menu option can be used to export a particular part of the current database as a new My Relatives
database. The part that will be exported is the branch consisting of the current person, his or her
partners and children, their partners and children, etc.
Photos
Use this menu option to export the photos of a database, along with any annotations that have been
provided. The following dialog come up first:

`
If confirmed with Yes, a Folder Browser dialog opens. Navigate to the local or network folder where you
want to save the data and hit OK. This will create a new folder with the same name as the database
followed by “Photos”. Note that if this folder already exists, all contents will be deleted. Next, all photos
in the database will be copied into this folder; the files will be named “1.jpg”, “2.jpg” etc. Information
about each file will be available in file “annotations.txt” in the same folder.
Places
Selecting this menu option bring up a file selection dialog and will save the places from the current
database as a text file with the selected name. A My Relatives place file can be imported when starting a
new database or when importing a GEDCOM file.

Copy…
Use this menu option to create a copy of an existing database. If the database is protected with an
editing password, it is disabled until the database is put in Edit mode via Edit  Database. Clicking the
option brings up the following dialog:

To create a copy, provide a unique (i.e., non-existing) database name and enter a viewing password.
Optionally, the ‘Last saved by’ and ‘Contact email’ fields can be modified, and an optional editing
password can be specified. Note that the ‘Created’ and ‘Created by’ fields cannot be modified.
Once the copy is created, the current database is closed and an authentication dialog to open the copy is
shown.

Merge…
It is possible to merge two My Relatives databases into single one. Both databases have to be in the
repository. Expand this menu item to select the database to be merged with (i.e., added to) the current
one. The user is prompted to confirm the merge. While merging, My Relatives tries to identify duplicate
people; those deemed a duplicate will not be added. Upon completion, a list of people added and a list
of duplicates not added is presented.

Delete
Deletes the current database from the repository. Prior to proceeding, My Relatives asks the user to
confirm the action. If confirmed, the current database with all backups are moved to the Recycle Bin.

Exit
Use this menu option to exit My Relatives. Alternatively, clicking the X button at the upper right will
safely close the window.

<Database name>
At the bottom of the Database menu is a list with names of recently opened databases. Clicking one of
these opens the corresponding database, as an alternative to Database  Open.

Edit menu
Database
Use this menu option to put a database protected with an editing password into Edit mode. Selecting
this option bring up the authentication dialog; after entering the correct password, changes can be
made to the database.

Places…
This menu option, only available when a database has no editing password or is in Edit mode after
entering that password, brings up the Place Editor. This editor, shown on the next page, can be used to
create a tree of places, starting with ‘World’. Entries can have a name and type, with the latter one of
{ Borough, City, County, Country, Province, Region, State, Town, Village }. A person’s birthplace or the
place for any subsequent life event can be selected from this list; it can be a city/town/village if known,
or a larger geographical entity if not exactly known.
For the time being, place trees are database specific; future versions may support sharing of trees
among databases.

Properties…
Brings up the same dialog as used to enter the properties of a new database, only this time to provide
an option for modifying some of these properties. A white (enabled) text box indicates that a property
can be modified; a gray (disabled) text box means it is read-only.

Options…
This menu item is only available when no database is open. It can be used to set several parameters:






Language: the user interface language. Current options are English, Dutch and Spanish.
Number of backups: sets the number of backup versions that are kept. A database is backed up
every time a user makes a change to it in edit mode, or whenever a backup is forced via
Database  Backup. A backup is a copy of the database files with the backup time appended to
the file names. If the number of backups is set to N and N backups already exist, My Relatives
discards the oldest backup and adds a new one, so the total remains at N. The number of
backups can range from 0 to 10; when set to 0, backup is disabled.
‘Recently used’ list length: this option determines the maximum number of database names at
the bottom of the Database menu; see Database  <Database name>. If so desired, the list can
be cleared by clicking the Clear list button.



Remember window size and location: when this option is checked, My Relatives remembers the
window size and location from the previous session and applies these when the tool is restarted.

View menu
Search Filter
Use this menu item to show or hide the Search filter discussed on page 10.

Person Summary
Brings up the Person summary introduced on page 9.

Relatives Graph
Brings up a Relatives graph as discussed on page 10.

Supported Relative Types
Shows a list of the relative types supported for the selected language. A button is provided to copy the
list to the clipboard; this was used to produce the list on page 7.

Consanguinity Table
The word consanguinity means blood relation and is a property of a group of people descending from
the same biological ancestors. A consanguinity table depicts the consanguinity of Person, with rows
indicating generational distance from Person and columns indicating the distance within a generation.
Following the arrows from Person to a given relative reveals how far that relative is removed; for
example, a sibling is two steps removed, a first cousin four and a second cousin six steps removed.

Database Consistency
While it is the intention to make future versions of My Relatives increasingly capable of detecting and
preventing incorrect data entry, the current version largely depends on the user to ensure the
consistency of data. For example, it is possible to specify life events for a person whose dates precede
that person’s birth; and it is possible to specify that a woman gave birth a month after she had her
previous child. Moreover, since it is hard to make software completely free of bugs, it is possible that asof-yet unknown bugs cause missing or unused data while a database is in the process of being created.
The Database Consistency feature, which is experimental and not yet fully tested, checks the current
database for various inconsistencies.7 There are four categories:




Missing data: references to persons, events, places etc. that are not present in the database.
Unused data: events, places etc. that are in the database but not tied to a person.
Incorrect data: data that is wrong: ‘Child born’ event dates differing from the corresponding
child’s birth date; multiple ‘Child born’ events referring to the same child; life events occurring
prior to birth; multiple ‘Died’ events for a given person; separation (e.g., divorce) without union
(e.g., marriage); separation before union; widowed without union; widowed before union.
 Suspicious data: data that is likely to be wrong: people with no relatives; parents below the age
of 10; women with children born less than 37 weeks apart 8; people older than 120 years; people
with events after their death9.
Upon opening the form, the check starts automatically, and “Checking…” is displayed in the lower left.
Once done, that message changes to “Check complete”.10 If no inconsistencies are detected, all counts
should be zero and all ellipsis buttons … disabled:
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The check is not necessarily exhaustive; there can probably be inconsistencies that are not covered.
Excluding twins, triplets etc.
9
Note that some events are possible after death; e.g., a deceased man’s wife may give birth to a child conceived
while the man was still alive.
10
For small databases, the check may run so quickly that the “Checking…” message is not seen.
8

In case inconsistencies are found, their counts are displayed, and information about a given type of
inconsistency can be obtained via the corresponding ellipsis button.

Database Properties
Brings up the Database Properties form in read-only mode.

Help menu
Welcome
Opens the Welcome screen, which is mostly identical to the first use screen shown on page 3.

User Manual
Opens this document in the default PDF reader.

Check for Updates…
This option, which is only enabled if a network connection is available, checks if the version of My
Relatives that you are using is the latest one. If an update is available, you will be asked if you want to
open the download page in your default browser.

Feedback…
Starts an email message addressed to myrelatives@sunnysideupsoftware.com in the default email
client. Use this for bug reports, feature requests and general feedback.

About
Shows the tool’s About form.

Editing
Adding, editing and deleting people and life events is done via the buttons below the corresponding
panels in the My Relatives window. Inference will be updated after any of these changes.

People
New
Use the New… button to a create a new person record. This brings up a blank version of the Person
form shown on page 4. The Save button becomes enabled when all required data has been provided.
One or more photos can optionally be added.

Edit
A person record in the database can be edited by selecting the person in the People panel and then
clicking the Edit… button. See Person on page 4 for details.

Delete
The record of the selected person can be deleted from the database via Delete . My Relatives will ask
for confirmation; if provided, it proceeds to delete:





the person record;
all associated life events;
all life events of other people in the database that relate to the selected person;
all photos of the selected person.

Descendants of the deleted person will not be removed but remain in the database.

Life events
New
Use the New… button to a create a new life event for the selected person. This brings up a blank
version of the Life Event form shown on page 5. The Save button becomes enabled when all required
data has been provided.

Edit
The data of an existing life event can be modified by selecting the event and then clicking the
Edit… button. See Life Event form shown on page 5 for details.

Delete
An existing life event can be deleted from the database via Delete . No confirmation is required. If the
event relates to another person, the associated event for that person will be deleted as well.

Download
The latest version of My Relatives can be downloaded from sunnysideupsoftware.com.

End User License Agreement
This app is provided as FREEWARE for non-commercial use. It is free for home use, educational use
(schools and universities), and for use by non-profit organizations. Commercial use of any kind, including
the use of My Relatives databases sold for profit, is prohibited.
Databases created by means of this app are owned by their creators. While some degree of data
protection is provided by means of passwords and encryption, this is not fail-safe. The user agrees to
assume full responsibility for data security so as to protect the privacy of living individuals documented
in a database.
This app is provided as-is; there is no warranty of any kind. By using this app, you agree to not hold the
author liable for incorrect results and adverse events such as data loss, system crashes and privacy
violations.
Copyright © 2017-2021 Kees van Zon. All rights reserved.

Appendix A: Background
Interestingly perhaps, I did not start creating this app because I wanted a tool for calculating family
relationships. Instead, it was the result of experimenting with ontologies. At work I had come across
medical ontologies – elaborate databases about e.g., diseases11 or medications12 that give meaning to
medical terms by defining their relationships and other properties.13 This got me interested in the idea
of ontologies and I decided to learn more about them. Being a hands-on person, I evaluated, in my spare
time, a variety of ontology-related open source tools. The one I ended up working with in detail is
Protégé, a venerable tool from Stanford University that was first released in 1999 and has been
improved and expanded ever since. I picked an easy-to-understand ‘toy problem’ to experiment with:
family relations.14 Specifically, I wanted to see if I could create an ontology in Protégé that defined all
common such relations while Protégé’s inference engine could calculate (infer) those relations for actual
people whose information I entered. Using a combination of trial-and-error and reading online manuals
and other help sources, I figured out how to do this and ended up entering about a hundred of my own
(living and deceased) relatives15 and being able to calculate all the family relationships of a selected
relative with the click of a button.
Two takeaways from this exercise were that i) automatically calculating family relations is pretty cool,
and that ii) Protégé, while a powerful ontology research tool, is not well suited to serve as an app.
Without intending to critique Protégé, I found data entry to be tedious and inference slow; moreover,
inference often caused the tool to hang, especially when I was giving a demo to someone of course;
moreover, it is not easy to add a dedicated GUI.
Regarding the first issue, I was curious how much faster inference would be if it were efficiently
implemented for a specific problem – in this case, calculating family relationships. I decided to code up
some of the relationship rules in C#,16 with a simple GUI for entering data and viewing results, and found
inference, not surprisingly,17 to be blazingly fast.
I began adding features, and as the code that started as a speedup experiment grew larger, I at some
point decided to turn it into a usable and shareable tool. I settled on the following design criteria:
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Stand-alone Windows 10 app.18
No dependency on a database server.
Easily portable databases.
Aimed at living relatives, not just pedigree (i.e., not a genealogy tool).
Fast inference on a standard laptop for databases of up to 200 people.

E.g., SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms).
E.g., DRON (Drug Ontology).
13
Says Wikipedia: “In computer science and information science, an ontology is a formal naming and definition of
the types, properties, and interrelationships of the entities that really exist in a particular domain of discourse.”
14
Besides being a topic familiar to anyone, I read somewhere that it is difficult to define the concept of cousin in an
ontology, which I found strange and wanted to explore. It didn’t turn out to be very hard.
15
I have ten aunts, ten uncles, and twenty-seven cousins.
16
My favorite programming language since 2005.
17
A tool optimized for a specific problem will always be faster than a tool designed to handle a broader class of
problems.
18
Compiled with Visual Studio 2019 for .NET Framework 4.8.
12








Simple GUI for entering / editing information and for viewing inference results.
Database encryption to safeguard privacy of living people.
Relationships inferred from birth data and subsequent life events.
Gender neutral regarding relationships.
Limited annotations (dates, places, photos, notes).
Multi-language support.

These choices put some obvious restrictions on the app; for example, it does, for the moment, not
support:





MacOS or Linux.
Web clients.
Phone apps.
Online collaboration.

Some or all of these may be addressed in future versions.

Appendix B: GEDCOM support
When importing a GEDCOM file, My Relatives recognizes and parses the tags listed below. Only the
indicated levels (0, 1 and 2) are supported; deeper levels are ignored.
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

HEAD
DATE
FILE
GEDC
VERS
LANG
SOUR
NOTE
CONT

0
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2

@In@ INDI
NAME
SEX
GIVN
NICK
SURN
MARN
FAMC @Fm@
PEDI
BIRT
DATE
PLAC
DEAT
DATE
PLAC
CAUS
NOTE
CONT
OBJE
FILE

0
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2

@Fm@
HUSB
WIFE
CHIL
MARR
DATE
PLAC
DIV
DATE
PLAC

FAM
@Ip@
@Iq@
@In@

